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The paper contains a proof of the uniqueness of both binary and ternary GoIay codes, 
without assumption of Linearity. Similar results are obtaked about the extended and ex- 
purgated GoIay codes. The method consists in proving the linearity, which, according to 
P&s’ resuCt$, implies the uniqueness. 
1. Introduction 
Since the discovery by Golay [S] of two remarkable perfect Hamming 
&errorwcOrrec ting codes (for short, e-codes), it has been a challenge for a 
long time to prOve or disprOve the existence of Other perfect codes. It 
that Tietavainen [ 12 1, using some results Of van Lint [ 7 1, 
,IlOwing very strong result about perfect e-codes of 
length n over a field alphabet GFQ), for 1 < e < i(y1 - 1): There are ex- 
actly two triples af parameters. (e, cl, ra) for which a perfect code may 
exist, namely tlrz~ of the Golay codes (2,3, 11) and (3,2,23), hereaf- 
ter called the 67s by pammeters. 
For e = i(n .- l),, perfect e-codes exist if and only if (7 = 2 and n E 1 
(mod 2); such Codes+ imply are forme any pair of complementary 
vectors Of any Odd1 length Over GF(2). the other hand, perfect 
l-codes are knowr: to exist if and only if the length M is of’ the form 
n=(q’-l)/(q - ljforsomei Over, for each such n, 
a linear code (:Xist:;, called the 1, which is unique, up 
to equivalence under monomial transf~)rmat~on of the cowdinates. 
ever, there also exi& nonfinear perfect l-codes, as shown by Vasil’ev 
[ li 3 ] among 01 tfners, 
So, for e = f(fl -- 1) the question of uniqueness i trivial; for p = 1 the 
codes with given (I;!,, n) arrS in general not unique; and for 1 < e < i(n - 1) 
*we may restrict ourselves to th:e exceptional sets of Golay para: 
namely 
(1.1) e=2, r7=3, n= 11 (the ternary case), 
(‘1.2) c’=3, 4’=2, n--23 (the binary case). 
Both Golay codes by definitiobn are linear and Pless [9] showed that they 
are unique as linear codes, in tile sense that any linear perfect code with 
parameters ( 1.1) or ( 1.2) is equivalent, under som,e inonomial transforma- 
tion of its coordinates, to the corre :ponding Golay code. However, the 
question remained open whether nonhnear perfect cedes with the Golay 
par;ameters could exist. This questioin was partially answered by Snover 
. [ Ml] who showed the uniqueness of the binary Golay code, without as- 
suming linearity. 
In this paper, we Irhall prove the uniqueness of both codes, essentially 
by showing that they necessarily are linear if they contain the zero vec- 
tor. The proof is particularly simple in the binary case. In both cases, we 
use the fact that the distance Distribution is uniquely determined from 
the parameters. Uniqueness of some related codes is also proved in a 
similar way. In order to make the prlper elatively self-contained, we first 
recall some basic defiiitions (13ection Z), and show how the distance 
distributions can be uniquely derived (Section 3). ‘Ihe rest of the paper 
is devoted to the main result, namsly a proof of the uniqueness of the 
ternary and binary Golay codes {Se Aons 4 alid 5, respectively 
2. I~kfiiitions and preIimimuh 
Let Cl’@, @l denote the vector space of all n-tuples over the Gaiois 
field GF(y). We make Wz, q) a nonmedspace by defining the bfumrning 
weight w over it: 
: Hammin,p distaptce between two vectors x,y then is the weight of 
ir difference: di(x, y) f;: ~tv(x - y). 
A code of length n over GF(Q) by definition is a nonempty subset of 
with the Hamminig metric. since transla 
e distance relations, we may assume wit 
(a) of radius t9 centrdop 
form 
timce 
titian of V(n. y). quivalentiy, C k a code of r~2inin2un2 As- 
+ 1 achieving the ttnd 
As indicated in the introduction, we shall only consider the Golay 
parameters ( 1.1) and ( 1.2), and we shall prove that any pierfect code of 
either type is linear provided it contains the zero vector of VO2,q). Our 
argument will be based on the following clernentary lemma. 
8 2.1. Let Cund D he subsets of C’(r2, q), wi ICI = qk and 
f 1 for some i~2tegt.v k. As,wne Ca D we mutually 
orthogonal, that is, 
D denote the line 
themselves are ml 
dim(c) f dim(D) 
On the other hand, our assumption. 
c2 - k. 233 
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and dim(b) =: n - k. So we have C := c. which means that C is a vector 
space (and D spans; the orthogonal compkment of C). 
The following result can be proved by a simii’ar argument ; the details 
are left to the readier. 
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a se~mth~gmal subset of V(n, q), with curdinality 
f Cl; = qL’/2J . Then c’ is an tfn Jtdimnsioml subspuce of V(n, q). 
We shall also be! interested in the so-called exreflded perfect codes, i.e., 
c&es of bngth m := n + 1 and minimum distance >2e + 2 having the 
property that the code obtain& by puncturing a fixed coordinate be- 
mmes a pcrfzt e-code of length n,, Such linear codes are known to exist 
with thie parameters ( 1.1) and ( 1 .a),), and their uniqueness has been estab- 
lished, as Binear codes, Eby Press [9]. With.out he assumption of linearity, 
the uniqueness hti been proved only in the bina_ry case, by &over [ IO] ; 
the ternary case will be settledl in the present paper. 
In connection with pierfect codes, let us finally mention ,the “dual” 
problent of the generalized Hadamard codes (for short, GH codes), in- 
troduc& by Defsarte [4]. Denoting ‘by s the nunz15e.r ofdistmces of a 
ccxie C, i.e., the number of nonzero values assumed by the Hamming 
distance between codevectors, we have the following inequality: 
When the bouncl(2.2) is tight, C is called a generaked Hadramard code 
of order s. It is known that such a linear GH code is nothing Fbyt’ he 
orthogonal mmpfement of pi finear perfect s-code (cf. Delsarte [4]). A 
gene&l discussion of the admiss parameters of GlI codes [linear or 
not) seems to be more difficul$t the corresponding problem for 
perfect codes. However, for s = 2 and 3, the question is settIed: there 
arz exactly two sets of parameters for which “nontrivial” GH cocjes do 
exist, namely s = 2, q = 3, n := 11 and s = 3,q = 2, n =: 23, corresponding 
of course tol(l.8) and (1.2). (Cf. De rte [4] for s = 3. The case s = 2 
needs harper arguments, based on t fact that the distance graph of 
the code is strongly regular.) In this paper, we shall prove the unique- 
ness of GH codes ;rc both types, b that they must be linear 
and, therefore, according to PIess’ . [ 91, that they are equi- 
valent to the orthogonatl complement of the corresponding perfect 
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Golay code. Let us point out that, in both cases, a linear GH code can 
be obtained by expurguting the associated perfect linear code, or by 
shorteMg the extended perfect code (cf. Berlekamp [ I]). 
3. Distance di i;trih tions 
For each of the three problems mentioned above (perfect codes, ex- 
tended perfect codes, GH codes), the starting pomt is the distance distri- 
bution which, although it only depends on the param:Jters, contains in- 
teresting %ructural” information about the codes Let us recall the def- 
inition. The dbtance distribution of a code C of le&tir IZ is the (12 + I)- 
tuple A f (A*, A I, .*gq An), where Ai denotes the a’lIrerage number of 
codevectors at distance r’ from a fixed codevector, i.e., 
IClAp f{(u,b)~C~: d(u,b)=i)l. 
When C is linear, A reduces to the classical weight distribution. In fact, 
the same property holds for any code containing 0 provided it is distance 
MvarirPnt, in the sense that the number of codevectors at a given distance 
from a fixed codevector is independent of this particular vector. 
To determine the distance distribution we shall use the hheurprogrzrm- 
razing approrach, restricting our interest o the extended perfect codes. (As 
for the perfect codes and GH codes, we refer to Delsarte 141.) We shall 
need the machinery of Krawtctrouk polynomials (I::f. Szego f 11, p. 35 ‘f ). 
IFor an integerj = 0, 1, .*., n, we define the Krawtchouk polynomial of 
degree j in the indeterminate z to be 
. 
Pj(Fl, i!) = i: (-I)‘@ --. l)~-‘(;> (;r:). 
?=O ! 
These form a clas;s of orthogonal polynomials with respect o the weights 
w&t) = (9) (y -- 1 )+=Pk(n, 0)): 
for all i, j = 0, 1, . . . . n. Another interesting property is the following 
“‘symmetry” of the IKrawtchouk polynomials: 
(3.2) Mtk(n) P&r?, k) = w&n) P&z, i). 
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for 0 9E i, k G N . Let k be an integer, 0 G k Q n. Then the polynomial 
(3.3) L&z, z) = P&2, z) + Pl(% z) + . . . + Pk’rg, z) 
is called the Lloyd po~~wcrmfaZ oj J~.qree ii. It satisfies L&I, z! = 
Pk(n - I,2 - 1). (Cf., for instance van Lint 171.) 
TO a polynomial F’(z) with rational coefficients, of degree not ex- 
’ ceeding ;:b fixed intege, m, we associate its expansion in the basis of 
Krawtchouk. polynomials, th3t is, l 
for some well-defiilcd rational numbers a&. Given an integer 6, with 
1 G 6 G nr, the polynomial F(z) will be called B-positive *henever it 
satisfies 
a,> 0, cqa o., 9.0, . . . . ck, 3 0, 
fW g 0 9 F(6 + 1) < 0 , . . . . F(m) < 0 . 
‘The main result about the linear programming method-is the rTollowin& 
theorem, which is valid for art arbitrary y (cf. Delsarte [3]). 
ko&. Moreover, equality in (3.5) implies that the distance distributiorz 
A of C nzus~ satisf)? Ai F(i) = 0 for all i 3 1 and 
(3.6) a& (2 flip&(??& i)) = 0 
i=O 
for all k 
e shall apply this theorem to codes with even designed istanot: 
ci = 2e f 2. Writing n = WE - 1, we define the polynomial F(z), from its 
compo::?en ts IPA: in the basis ( If Pk(m. z), as f+oPlows: 
(3.7) a& = (12 I- 1 - k) (i. ,(n, k))2 , 
ivhere E, denotes the Lloyd polynomial of degree . Obviously, we halve 
a&> Ofork=O, 1, c.., a + 1, and ql > 0. Let us determine the values 
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F(i) at the ink 
tlons (3.2). we 
sin].: ths mmetry rela- 
ing the identity (10 
the orthoganality rel 
1) = (11 + 1) Q.(W) and, thereafter, 
e obtain (see definition (3.3)) 
i=O 
W9i( II) * 
On the other h.and, (3 ) yields CL~ =(II + 1 )(wofn) + . . . + w,(W2. Hence 
the Iinear pr~~rammi bound (3.5) becomes 
i.e., the sphere pat 
only if it is an exten 
we deduce that 1& vanishe; eme:lpt for k = 0, k = m and for the e in- 
tegers k = i, , i2, ,,. . , i,? which ;rre the zeros of L&z, z); this is an immediate 
consequend:c of the definition (3.7), according to the Lloyd theorem on 
p:rft:ct co&es (cf., for instance, l5elsarte [ 3,4 3). 
The values of the nonzero BA *s are calculated as follows. By definition, 
we have 
n the other hand, by similar arguments as in [ 4, Theorem 6.41, we can 
express the numbers Bk for A: = ir, . . . , ie in terms of the so-called 
Christoffel numbers associated to the zeros of L&I, z). The explicit re- 
!t, given here without proof, is 
(n + l)qn--l = k(n + 1 _ k) 5 (h(‘j” k))2 
j=l 
for k = i,, i2, . . . . ie [=: th.t: zerc:,s of L&I, 2)). Then the value of B,+r can 
be deduced from th:s above formulas by the identity C Bi =r qin+r l 
Finally, the distance distribution is obtained as the solution of the 
system (3.9), where the St’s now are well-defined numbers. Using (3.1) 
and (X2), we reatdily c&Aal;te 
m 
(3.1 O:I q” Ak = ;cO Bf P&iv, ,a’) , O<k<m(=n+l). = 
(Notice that, f<)r a linear code Cf the (m + 1 )tuple ICI - m B is the weight 
distribution of the orthogonial complement 011’ C.Then (3.9) and (3. ItO) 
are a Sversion of the MacWilli;ams identities [81.) For the parameters in- 
vestigated in this paper, namely (1.1) and ( 1.2), we obtain the foliowing 
expressions for the & : rrtce I,anuh7nerators &]I = C Ai& 
(3.11) A(Y) = 0 + 264~~ +4~%02” i- 24~‘~ (4 = 3), 
(3.12)r A(Z) := 1 dk 759(z8 + z’16) + 2576iTf2 + zIM (4 = 2) 9 
hick!, are the we:&k:nown w:ight enumerators of the self-ortho 
ended Golay c(ode:s. 
us also write down tf-10:: distance numerators of the corresponding 
es, fl~r (17 =3 a.nd q + 2, successively: 
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(3.13) A(z) = 1 + 132(zs +z6) + 33028 + 110~9 _t 242”) 
(3.14) A(z)= 1 +223 +253(2’+zx6)+ 506(~*+~15)-1_128g(2”l+212). 
As for the corresponding GH codes, the distance numerators are 
(3.15) A(z)= ! + 1322” + llOzg, 
(3.16) A(r)= i + 5069 + 1288~‘~ +253~‘~ . 
Let US again emphasize that the’distance distribution isconstant for all 
codes in each of the six classes; in other words, it only depends on the 
paramc ters. 
From the distance distribution A of an arbitrary code C of len$h m, 
we define its cluaf dismzce d’ to be the smallest positive integer such 
that B;d’ > 0, i.e., 
When C is linear, d’ is in fact the minimum distance of its orthogonal 
complement. In general (cf. Delsarte [4]), the integer t =: d’ - 1 is the 
maximum strertgd of C, i.e., the largest integer having the property that, 
in each t-subset of coordinate positions, all t-tuples of elements of 
CF(q) appear a constant number of times (namely, X = q-‘/iCI times). 
In Table 1, the values are given of some important parameters of the 
codes in which we are interested, like the number of distances  and 
the maximum strength t. In all cases, we have t > s - 1. This is known 
to be a sufficient condition for a code to be distance invariant (cf. 
Delsarte [4!). Consequently, for all codes C investigated in the present 
paper, the weight distribution coincides with the distance distribution, 
provided we assume 0E C. 
Table 1 
Puametws of perfect and related codes. ---.._-_._-- . - _ . .._ _.____-_ Ip______- 
(I n ICI s t _---_ --jl_-I--I __a 
pmftxt codes 3 18 36 5 5 
2 23 2’* 7 7 
ext. perfect codes 3 12 3g 3 5 
2 24 212 4 7 
GH codes 3 11 35 2 
2 23 2”” 3 
.___.___ - -- - _. ._. _____ _.__ -_. - -- ---- c_--c-_----_. ___.__ _ ___A...__ -. ____._ ______ ___ _ __ 
4. ‘lJniquewws of the ternary co&s 
Before e xarnining the ternary “Golay-like” codes, we need some pre- 
liminary r-e :5&s. Let (a, b) = q b1 + a. + Q, 6, denote the inner product 
in V(n, 3). ‘The fotlowing useful cmnla relates the weights of two ternary 
vectors, their mutuakl distance ancl ths:ir inner product. 
Ii~(a, b) = w(a) + w@) + (a, b) (mod 3). 
hoof. Sintix the nonzero elements x of GF( 3) satisfy x2 = 1) we can 
w&e, m0clulo 3, 
oaf+ Wniting o’= , b),, we havrz, byLemma4.T,ar~y+wandPq-w 
(mod 3). Tllhis clearly impllies Q + p + y z 0 (mod 3). According to the 
frypothesis,, the only possibihties are a zz p 5 y z~ 0 and CI f fl E y 3 -. 1 
(mod 3). In both cases, we deduc:e ti 5 0 (mod 3). . 
For a given code C we :shalll denote by Ci the set of codevectors of C 
having wr.@ht i. On the otther hand, a code D over GF(3) will be said to 
Se ho~no;!~~~n~~ous if a E D implies --u E II. The following result will be 
very useful in our proof of tfle uniqueness of the perfect ternary code. 
oof. (i) Looking at thle distance numerator (3.13), and remembering 
that C is dM~ce invariant, we observe that Cl, contains 24 vectors. 
On the other bar-Id, C,, clear!y is a binary code (over { 1, - 1)) with 
mirlim,um disfar,lx 3s’. Using for instance t/he linear programruing ap- 
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preach we can determine the distance numerator of Cll: 
A(z)= 1+ 11(z5+26)+zi1. 
Since All is the avertage number of vectors --u E C,, for 4 varying through 
Czl , the property At1 = 1 precisely means that C1, is homogeneous. (In 
fact, Cl 1 is the up rion of a Wadamard code and of its complement; such 
codes were impM?ly investigated by Bose and Shrikhande [ 21.) 
(i-9 Let us consider zny vectors 4 E CG and h E Cll. Since Cl1 is homo- 
generjus, both numbers d(a, b) and &a, -6) are distances of C and, there- 
f%e [cf. (3.131), they are 3 1 (mod 3). Applying Corollary 4.2, we deduce 
(& 6) = 0. IEfence C6 and C, I are mutually oithogonal. 
(iii) To any giccn vector a E Cs we shall now attach a homogeneous 
set (b, -b) of vet tors in C6 which are “disjoint” from II, i.e., satisfying 
cifu, b) = 11, as fc+liowx:: Let L, denote the set of coordinate positions i 
such that ai # 0. By definition, IL1 = 5 Since C forms an orthogonal ar- 
ray of maximum strength t = 5 and index X = 3 (cf. Table l), there are 
exactly 3 vectors x E C such that -Xi = 0 for all i E .L. One of them being 
0, let di and c denote !:ke other ones. By definition. d(a. b) = 5 + w(b). 
Since \v(b) must t>e 5or 6, and since d(a, b) = 10 is excluded, w(b) = 6 
is the only possibility. Similarly, we have w(c) = 6. 
Next, we shall prove d(b, c) = 6, that is, c = --6. Assuming this is false, 
we would have d(b, c) =:= 5. Then, for a suitable numbering of the COOP 
dinates, 6 and c are as follows: 
b=t6,, b,. b,, b,, b,. b,,O,o,O,O,O), 
c= (bl, -b,, -b3, -b,. -b,, -b,,0,0,0,0,8), 
wihere lq, . . . . bb ;Bre non-zero. Now, let u be a vector of Cl 1. We have 
seen in (ii) that u must be orthogonal to b and c, whereas our assumption 
clearly yields (u, af, + g) ‘= -uy b, f: 0. From this contradiction we deduce 
that the only possibility is c = --b. 
(iv) Finally, 1e.l: us show that C5 and C6 are homogeneous. We shall 
use the fol!owinp equivalence relation (E) on C: 
x: Ex’ if and only if 
for X, x’ E C‘. It i!a; obvious that the restriction of E to a given Ci is an 
equivalence r lation on &;i; we define E(Ci) to be any subset of Ci ob- 
tained by taking one representative in e 
construction (iii) produces as well-defi 
such that 
wi!% &I, 151) = &a, -b) = 11. It is easily seen that # must be injective. 
Moreover, since the classes @(a) contain two elements of C6, we may 
write (cf. (3.13)) 
Hence we deduce IEK’,)I = 66, which means that each class of CS /E 
contains two elements, i.e., C5 is homogeneous. In addition, 
lC+l= 2115(C5)i clearly implies that Q is one-to-one, i.e., Cs also is 
homogeneous. “This concludes the proof. 
We are tlobk 
uniqu-ne F!S of 
able to prove the 
e ternary Golay 
main result of this paper, namely 
code and some related codes. 
the 
‘Theorem 411.4. Let C be a code over C%‘(3), contaihg 0, of the followirlg 
type, respectively : 
(i) a GIHI code of order 12 and krzgth I I ; 
(ii) an (31.x tended perfect 2-cok9e of Zengtk 12; 
(iii) a pc(:fect 2-code oj’lerrgtk 1 1. 
?‘hen C is equivalent to h ,fol/owitig cude, respectively: 
(i) ihe expu?gated Golay code; 
(ii) &e extended Golay code:, 
(iii) the perfect Golay code its@& 
Proof, According to Pless’ results [91, we only need to show that the 
des necessarily are line‘ar. 
(i) By (13. IS), the distances (and the weights) of C are 6 and 9, so they 
are ~0 (mod 3). Hence it falllows from Lemma 4.1 that C is self-ortho- 
gonal: j4, b) = 0 for all a, b E: C. Then Lemma 2.2 yields the desired re- 
sult, namely that C is linear, 
(ii)By(3Jl),th d’t e IS antes of C are 6,9 and 12. Using the same 
:ugument as in (i), we deduce that C is linear. 
(iii) Fint, we observe that C and C’s are mutually orthogonal. Indeed, 
by Lmma 4.3, C6 is homogeneous. Hence (cf. the distance numerator 
(3.13)) we may apply Corollary 4.2 to any a E C, b E C6, thus obtaining 
[a, b) = 0. Next, using Lermrraa 2.1 with D = C6 I(O cardinahty 132), we 
arrive at !the conclusion that C is linear. 
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S. Uniqueness of the binary codes 
Not surprisingly, the binary case is simpler than the ternary case. The 
results we shall now prove were first obtained by Snover [ 1 O), who 
used more sophisticated arguments. Our method is based on Lemmas 
~111 the following result, the proof of which is by direct 
Jkr, b) = w(a) + w(b) --- 2w(a 9 b). 
Roof. Like in the ternary WC, we only n.eed to show that the codes 
are linear (cf. Pless [ “01). We shall restrict ourselves to the problem of 
perfect codes (iii), the other ones being similar (and even simpler). Let 
D be the subcode of C consisting of all vectors whose weights are E 0 
(mobi; 4). The n, according to (3.14), D contains 1 + 253 + 506 + 1288 = 
2” vectors 
Given Q & C, b E D, we deduce da, b) i w(a) - 2w(a l b) (mod 4) 
from Lemma 5.1, whence 
) 3 W(Q) = 0 (mod 41, 
Of ) = w(a) 9 -- 1 (mod 41, 
since, from the distance numerator, &a, and w(a) are ~0 or 
od 21, in both cases. 
he codes C and D are mutually 
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